
“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush fires in 
people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams 
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June 1, 2022

Dartmouth Sails   
to Palatka
The Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP)  entered its 38 foot
replica of the Dartmouth in the Palatka Memorial Day
Parade which was held on May 30, 2022. The Dartmouth
was one of three ships from which Tea was thrown into
Boston Harbor in 1773. The event is known, today, as the
Boston Tea Party.

For nearly 30 years the City of Palatka, Florida has
celebrated the Memorial Day weekend with the Blue Crab
Festival which features vendors and food trucks with plenty
of blue crabs, carnival rides, fireworks and this year the
Gatorland Water Ski Show and a New Orleans-style brass
band. In recent years the festivities ends with a Memorial
Day Parade through the streets of Palatka on Memorial Day. 
Parade coordinators report that this year had the largest
number entries in the history of the parade.
                                                                                                             TCCR Staff Photos 
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Dartmouth’s First Appearance on the Streets of Palatka
The SATP made its first public encounter 
with the people of Palatka by relying on 
its best tradition. Town Criers were 
present in their colonial attire. As its was 
in the Town Crier’s beginning, ten years 
ago, Constitutions were handed out to the
parade attendees along the way.

 The Dartmouth has been in several 
parades in Hasting, Florida. Hastings is a 
small community just East of Palatka. 
Hasting has a substantial Black. 
population. The parade                             
TCCR Staff Photo                                                     

audience in Hasting was populated with at least 50 % Black Americans. The SATP expected the same in 
Palatka because Black Americans make up the majority in Palatka. The Town Criers report that the Black 
community simply wasn't present for the Memorial Day Parade. They estimate. 5% or less of the audience 
were Black Americans. However, those present we're very supportive. One Black individual honored the 
SATP with his salute.  The Town Criers expressed concern, “It was like half the population did not turn out
for the Memorial Day parade. Black Americans. have given their lives in the defense of Liberty from the 
beginning of the revolution to the current day. We are troubled by their lack of attendance. It doesn’t 
speak well for the troubled times ahead. We need our Black Brothers to join us in the defense of 
Liberty.” Contrary to the propagandist Media’s disinformation, some of the early Tea Party Leaders were 
Black Americans and the Tea Party has always had a Black outreach program.                                                     
TCCR Staff Photos

Many in the public thanked the SATP for joining their Memorial Day Parade.

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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June 5, 2022      

Say "Hello" To Communism-in-
your-Face!
By David Heimbold

Yes, Fellow Americans you have been
caught in the net of real-live
Communists! 

You might call this a commie trifecta,
with a big payout! The Presidency, the
Senate and the House in the Federal
Government are totally controlled by
Democrat-Communists! Worse than that,                                                                 TCCR Staff Photo 

is that the Joint Chiefs of Staff in our military are traitors who swallowed the race-baiting 
poison. The Chief of Staff, himself, says he has to look into his 'whiteness' and is seeing a 
psychiatrist. Can you believe that?

Pictured above is, Trevor Loudon, internationally known Communist hunter and author, with Tea
Party Dave on the left and Publisher, Lance Thate, on the right, taken several years ago, in 
Florida.

Trevor used to live ‘down under’ but now that Australia and New Zealand and ‘down under’ 
have gone under the Communist yoke with lock-downs, the fake internationally inspired 
pandemic holds their Land, lock and key! So, Trevor is hanging out in the USA for now and is 
trying to jump-start a ‘politically backsliding generation of Americans. 

There is an old political cliche that goes something like this, ‘A strong leader, a weak people’ 
and vice versa, “a weak leader, a strong people’. A perfect example was President Trump’s 
massive crowds at his rallies and wheeling and dealing, like the sole proprietor that he is, with 
amazing success and approval. But when the rug was pulled out from under Trump by the CPP 
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Marxist Zuckerberg and the Democrats packing the ballot boxes with truckloads of phony 
ballots, there was no back-up plan. The ‘Supreme Corpse’ said that the President of the United 
States, President Donald Trump, had NO STANDING to be heard! 

Checkmate! 

Sounds like a fix to me. 

The Vice President betrayed him, and his ‘sheep’ were scattered. Then the Commies took over 
the ENTIRE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT of the United States of America!

The new Faux President Biden is today, of this writing, selling out your health care to W.H.O. in 
Geneva, Switzerland. In other words, our health care will be controlled by Fauci on steroids thru 
the World Health Organization, with no US say so.

Really? 

Yes, the Cat is out of the Bag! 

Hospital Protocol in the hands of Fauci’s team for COVID-19, was demanded for ALL hospitals 
receiving federal jabs for COVID. Obey or lose your license to practice medicine. This is common
knowledge today. This is criminal malpractice on a world wide scale, and Faux President Biden is
behind the rush to put every American at risk.

 There are many resources, and it is now common knowledge that this hysteria was a con job 
and that available meds like Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin, to name a few, were available 
to the public but forbidden by W.H.O. and Fauci. This is malpractice on steroids! 12 of the 13 
amendments to the International Health Regulations have been removed from Consideration by
the 75th World Health Assembly surprising early in this year’s session. Could be a ‘Head Fake’ 
from these self-appointed world class Puppeteers.

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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June 7, 2022

St. George
Street Poll
On June 4, 2022, a Town Crier pollster conducted a St.
George Street poll in the historic district of St. Augustine,
Florida. St. Augustine is the oldest European-founded City in
America. Consequently, the city draws a steady stream of
tourists, creating a very unique demographic population. 
The poll is conducted as a random selection. 

For the past 10 years, the Saint Augustine Tea Party's Town
Crier Committee has been conducting polls on the City’s
historic St. George Street. The results of these polls over the
years have given the Town Criers the ability to make some
very accurate predictions. For example, in 2012, before
Romney was nominated, the Town Criers predicted that he
would win the nomination and lose the general election.  In early                                      TCCR Staff Photo 
2016, the Town Criers predicted that Donald Trump would be elected President.  

Based on their experience, the Town Criers have come to the conclusion that people who visit St. 
Augustine are a middle class focus group. The group has a strong bias towards Republican and 
Independent voters, with only a few Democrat voters present. However, it is the middle class that 
determines Presidential election results, given the struggle between urban and rural communities and 
the presence of the Electoral College.     
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Election Polls and Fraudulent Election Results 
No poll can reflect the will of the people when fraud is 
introduced. During the 2020 election, 45th President of the 
United States, Donald J. Trump, was consistently the winner of St.
George Street focus group. The Town Crier’s predicted a 
substantial victory for Trump throughout 2020. Of course, our 
prediction did not take into account the coup d’tat that was 
executed on January 6, 2021 and the seizure of the Washington’s 
Governmental buildings on January 20th.  The collusion of the 
Republican and Democratic leadership in Washington overturned 
the will of the American people.  Our Town Criers stand with our 
prediction that Donald Trump was re-elected in November 2020.

June 4th 2022, St. George Street Poll

Question:"Who would you vote for?"

Trump        51%
TCCR Staff Photo                                     Biden         11%                                   
                                                                                                                  DeSantis    38%

     

According to pollster, David Heimbold, “Anybody but Biden was almost a chant. It was all about 
Trump and DeSantis. There was friendly bickering about who to pick, since they could only pick one to
vote for. Trump got the edge because of experience and, the fact that, he's already proven himself. 
But many love Ron.” 

There are reports that DeSantis pulls ahead of Trump, in other polls in Wisconsin and Arizona. However,
these are polls where more than one candidate can be selected. When push comes to shove, and only 
one candidate can be chosen, Trump, clearly has a substantial lead.  There does seem to be some 
softness in Trump support, however, because of his apparent alignment with Republican establishment 
leadership and unfortunate comments he made about COVID-19 and the vaccines. Town Criers believe 
that he does not fully understand the nature of the grassroots supporters he claims to represent. The 
movement Trump often referred to has nothing to do with the Republican Party. Future polls are 
planned, testing the public on questions and issues other than the candidate’s popularity.

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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June 14, 2022

Flag Day
Town Criers Mark 11 Years in the Historic District
Today is Flag Day and
the St. Augustine Tea
Party meditates on
the day. The date is
also the birth date of
the Town Criers, a
Committee of the St.
Augustine Tea Party
that has, for the past
eleven years, been on
TCCR Staff Photos June2011   

the streets of St. Augustine, sounding the alarm. It 
was on Flag Day in 2011 that the Town Criers first 
assembled as a group and made their first 
appearance in the historic district of St. Augustine, 
Florida. Since then they have made several hundred 
such appearances. The original Town Criers are 
pictured on the left. Women dominated the early 
Town Crier volunteers. The streets were safer in 
2011. The Town Criers confronted an Occupier group
in November 2011, but they were mild compared to 

the Communists of today. One of the ladies has passed on, and the other two ladies have moved to distant 
cities. The picture on the right above is from June 14, 2018 activities. 

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier20  
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June 15, 2022

A Look at a
Republican
Club
On June 13, 2022, the Republican Club of                                                                                         TCCR Staff Photo 2022

Greater St. Augustine held its monthly meeting at Cucina Giovanni Restaurant on SR 16, St. John’s County, 
Florida. The featured speaker was Shawn Morrison, Chairman of the St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP). This is 
the second time a Tea Party Chairman has addressed the Republican Club. The earlier event occurred on 

August 14, 2015, when former SATP Chairman Lance Thate, was the featured speaker. 
We mention these facts because this publication has not covered the Republican Club’s 
events except when Tea Party speakers are on the agenda.  We believe that comparing 
the differences of the two encounters with the Republican Club might be useful in 
explaining some of the dynamics between the voters and the Republican Party 
Establishment, in general.   

TCCR Staff Photo 2015      Since 2015, the leadership of the Republican Club has been divided between two REC 
members. Both of which have been the President and the Vice-President of the Club over the years. 
Currently, Peter Royal is the President and Marty Miller is the Vice-President. Both of these individuals were
members and frequent attendees at SATP meetings years ago. Both had participated in Town Crier 
activities. Both of these individuals withdrew from the SATP when they acquired leadership positions in the 
Republican Club. Then, they both allied with the SATP’s establishment enemies in the REC. For the purpose 
of this article we will not get into the typical Republican infighting, which was present in the procurement 
of Shawn Morrison for the June 13th speaker engagement. Rather, we will focus on the make-up of the 
membership and their reaction to the SATP message.  

  When Mr. Thate addressed the Republican Club in 2015, it was a time when proper attire for men was a 
blue blazer, khaki slacks and penny loafers. Women tended to dress accordingly. The Tea Parties had been 
purged by Karl Rove and supportive media. The Globalist Republican Party leadership was in complete 
charge, ready to nominate Jeb Bush for President. The meeting was held at the Shriner’s Club facility in St 
Augustine, Florida. The Shriner’s building has a large room, capable of accommodating hundreds of 
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attendees. In those days, Club members would bring food in “Pot Luck” fashion and attendees participated 
in a buffet.  Thate reports that the room was filled. Marty Miller, President of the Club at the time, showed 
great concern that the former SATP Chairman would attack the GOP, as he often had in SATP meetings. It 
should be noted that Thate had been a SJC REC member for 4 years and has a long association with GOP 
politics. Thate recalls, “I choose not to attack my hosts. Most of the people were not Party members (REC).
They were Registered Republicans, older people looking for some good food and social contact with a 
political flavor. I chose to be kind. Instead I concentrated on the Tea Party’s accomplishments. I only had 
a handful of friends in the room; however, I was very well received with a standing ovation. The Tea 
Party movement has always been well received by the people. It’s those in the political Party structures 
that fear us.”  Since that August night in 2015, the Republican Club has dwindled in numbers. Gone are the 
Pot Luck buffets. Republicans like to play the inside games and blame each other for their failures, real or 
otherwise. Back stabbing their fellow Party members is easier than facing the reality that their Party doesn't
stand for anything related to its namesake or anything else. America is a republic! A republic is based on the
concept of equal justice under the law. The American middle class is under attack by the Democrat Party 
and Republicans have bought into the lie that America is a democracy.  They have become a “ME TOO” 
party that really stands for nothing and as a result does nothing. Both Parties serve the same masters, 
Central Banks and International Corporations. Middle-class Republicans sense this. The Town Criers have 
been witness to the disillusionment of middle-class Republicans on the streets of St. Augustine, Florida 
since 2012.   This disenchantment is why the Republican Club has gone from hundreds to its current 
number, of around 50 members, according to the Club’s membership Chairman. It is only logical that a 
social club run the Republican Party members would take a hit. Who celebrates with people you no longer 
trust?

Tea Party Chairman Mesmerizes Republican Club
The moment Club President, Peter Royal, handed the microphone to the SATP Chairman, The SATP was in 
control of the meeting. It was like watching an old faded black and white film representing the Republicans, 
with Grassroots Patriots blazing on the screen in bright living color. So it is, when the living meet the dead. 
First, the Chairman read the complete text of Section 847.0133, Florida Statue, as it relates to minors and 
obscenity.  Morrison went on to explain that 7 books have been identified as obscene in the SJC School 
libraries. The total number of books may be as high as 50. He then informed the Club members that at a 
May 24 School Board meeting, the members were forced to hear passages from the books that contained 
obscenity. The School Board's reaction was to refuse to remove the books from the school libraries. Instead
they removed the Patriots who were informing them of this outrageous reality. Their removal was 
accomplished by using the St. Johns County Sheriff's Deputies, under the direction of Commander Scott 
Beaver. The Sheriff’s Deputies have been doing the bidding of elected officials since the very inception of 
the Tea Party in St John’s County. In the hallway outside the School Board meeting, Commander Beaver was
confronted with the provisions of 847. 0133. In front of numerous witnesses, Beaver promised to look into 
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the situation and get back to the Patriots. Beaver has failed to respond to those involved, to this date. The 
SATP Chairman explained that a crime is committed when one knowingly transmits obscenity to a minor. 
The goal of the Patriots present, was to make sure that the School Board was informed.  The Sheriff’s 
Department, now complicit, is also on notice. To knowingly provide minors with obscene material is a third 
degree felony, punishable by five years in jail and a $5000 fine for each offense. It is a new world for School 
Boards. Speaking to the Republican Club members Morrison said, “Now you have been informed and 
failure to take action would make you complicit or at least supportive of their behavior. You need to call 
the School Board members and you need to call the Sheriff’s Office, demanding enforcement of the law.”

All this was making Club President, Peter Royal, very uncomfortable, as reflected by his body language. 
Clearly, the SATP was in charge of the conversation and the Club President had no effective way to end it. 
To make things worse for Mr. Royal, Morrison began insisting that, as a party member, Mr. Royal should 
introduce a resolution to the REC which would remove REC support for any School Board member who 
votes for the obscene books.  SATP Chairman did this, no less than three times, with Peter Royal refusing to 
address the challenge. Finally, the Club President said, “Put that in the form of a motion”. Morrison fired 
back a most coherent motion.  Royal, sensing the mood of the crowd, made the second on the motion. A 
voice vote, without discussion, passed the motion in less than a minute. This is how important the issue is 
to “WE THE PEOPLE”.  

During the condemnation of the entire School Board, Tom Rivers, a former School Board member, showed 
no interest in joining in the conversation. He appeared to be more interested in his cell phone messages. 
Mr. Rivers has a long history in Progressive politics in St John’s County. In the photo above, he is the person 
in the white shirt and tie, about four tables down, in the picture. On September 12, 2013, the REC passed a 
Resolution condemning Common Core. Rivers was the only REC member to speak in support of Common 
Core, sighting the School Board’s support for the Communist measure. Rivers also served on the Northeast 
Florida Regional Planning Council. Regional Planning Commissions are an integrate part of the UN’s Agenda 
21, an agenda designed to consolidate power to accommodate a Communist system. He was also selected 
as a State Committeeman for SJC. The Republican Party of Florida (RPOF) is very influential as to who 
becomes a State Committeeman or a State Committeewoman. The RPOF is a bastion of New World Order 
politicians.   When Mitt Romney came to the Flagler College campus in 2012, Rivers was there to show his 
support for the “Left Wing” Republican candidate for President. The SATP was out there, in force, to reject 
his candidacy. 

The Atmosphere was Tea Party
There were about fifty in attendance on June 13th. Referring again to the photo above, the people forward 
of Mr. Rivers were registered Republicans who were also members of reforming groups such as the SATP, 
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the Republican Liberty Caucus, 3%ers, Moms for Liberty, North Florida Patriots and others. Establishment 
Republicans, joining with the Club Leadership, were an extreme minority, pictured behind Mr. Rivers.

While membership in the Republican Club has declined over the last 7 years, Peter Royal reports that the 
REC has now gone from 50 attending to over 200, in recent times. The American people are aware that 
something is drastically wrong. The two party system, as it exists today, is dysfunctionally corrupted. 
Wishing to contribute, reform minded people are joining REC's across the country. The membership 
expansion has had destructive consequences for the SJC REC. Establishment Republicans are threatened by 
the reforms being demanded by the new members and attendees. The Old Guard Republicans have 
resorted to canceling meetings, changing rules, distorting rules, making up new rules, ejecting people, 
preventing new members from speaking and failing to confirm new members as Precinct Committee 
Persons in the REC. The limitations being placed on the newcomers is forcing their “Just Cause” to reach 
outside the Roberts Rules decorum. It makes for discord that the Old Guard can’t handle. At a recent 
meeting, a reporter was removed.  In calling law enforcement, a First Degree Misdemeanor, filing a false 
police report was filed. The St. Johns County Sheriff's Department chose not to prosecute. The REC 
recorded the event in its business minutes, at the insistence of the new members. Fancy new offices and 
business as usual will not save the day.  The question is, what will be left after the reform takes place?  
Patriots hope for a Constitutional Conservative Party; the exact opposite of what the Republican Party is 
today.

The SATP has been on the right side of Conservative politics in St. Johns County since its inception in 2010. 

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  

June 23, 2022

Truth’s Last
Stand
by CS Bennett

We are living in a day and time, here in the United
States of America, were many aspects, and many facets,
of our society are becoming endangered species. This                 Bennett with Dinesh D'souza & Wife Bennett Photo 
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includes our freedoms and liberties,  which are shrinking daily, along with this concept called                 
truth. Facts do not mean anything anymore, and truth is something    to be avoided at all costs, for 
some, especially those leading a large portion of this country astray. Now, what group, or organization, 
could I be talking about? I am talking about one of two major political parties in the United States that 
has become adept at lying and steering clear of truth. I am not going to tell you what party I am 
addressing. Just go to both the DNC (Democrat National Committee) or RNC (Republican National 
Committee) websites and look at the ‘Our History’ section of their sites and see which one proudly 
proclaims they have been standing up for the rights of Americans, including women, for over two 
hundred years (and oh, that line about their passage of women's rights under the leadership of 
democrat President Wilson, that is a lie, too. He loathed the thought of women having such rights, but 
he was backed into a corner and out of political expediency, signed the bill allowing women certain 
rights). Then type into your search engine, slavery and the role (put in Democrat Party or Republican 
Party) and then type in the role this organization played in slavery, and it will become all too apparent 
to you which a party has lied about its past history on its website and continues to lie about things to 
this day. The truth is this, a political party that will lie to you about its origins will also lie to you about 
everything else it wants you to believe in.

    This January Resurrection debacle is one of this party’s biggest attempts at deceiving the American 
public. For you who are educated and are critical thinkers, and I hope seekers of truth, I challenge you 
to watch the episode below and see how much the truth, and its important role in this country, is taking
a beating, and along with it, our rights and freedoms and our trust in the institutions we once cherished,
at least, to some extent in our past….  Strangely, the episode you are about to review is hard to find on 
the Internet (YouTube, for instance), obviously an effort to keep it from the masses, but I have found a 
site that has it, at least for now. So, click on the link below, watch it, and share with others, before this, 
too, is taken down… Then you decide, who is about truth, and who is about concealing it... My point is 
that we cannot just sit around and allow truth to be canceled, like so many other aspects of our 
society... We must act!  

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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June 24, 2022                                                                                                TCCR Staff Photo

Porn Cover Up by REC        

Republican Executive Committee Board
Members Cover for School Board

On June 21, 2022 the Republican Party Board members met for a business meeting in St Johns County,
Florida.  Patti Walker, District 1 Chair, has been involved in the process exposing School Board members
to the fact that there are at least seven books in the school libraries  (and possibly as many as fifty) that
have  pornographic  content  according  to  most  standards  including  Section  847.0133  of  the  Florida
Statues.  At the June 21st meeting Patti Walker proposed a resolution which prescribes a course of REC
action.  The resolution is provided, in full, at the end of this article. 

The Board voted as follows:

YES NO ABSENT ABSTAIN
Patti Walker
Blake Paterson
Diane Dew

Tamera Renuart
Jim Bragg
Lynda Kirker
Jay Smith

Pete Royal
Tom Rivers
Karen Harvey

Roy Alaimo

Had the entire 11 member board voted, we speculate that the vote to adopt the
resolution would have been: 4 yes; 7 no, or at best 5 yes; 6 no. Not wanting to
be associated with the weakness displayed by the Board, Patti Walker tendered
her resignation.  One thing made clear from the vote is that the REC has no
leader.  Roy Alaimo’s abstention is reflective of the Republican Party’s inability
to be an opposition party.   The Board's  action clearly demonstrates that the
image of the party is more important than the protection of St. Johns County
children from homosexual pornography.  

The  proper  image  for  the  Republicans  would  be  to  oppose  the  Communist
inspired  Gay  Pride  Month  by  attacking  pornography  in  the  schools.   Highly
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respected former REC Chairman, Jerry Cameron, has suggested that the proper place for the resolution
to be presented is in the full REC membership meeting. The REC Board approval is not necessary. The
GOP is covering up the collusion between the Communist Democrat Party, the SJC Sheriff's Department,
and the School Board who continue the culture war against America. 

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE

 

There is a Revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up 
for individual Liberty.
Come join us we are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve the Liberty. We are blessed 
to see the awakening of America.    

 Lance L. Thate,   

Town Crier Committee Chairman
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report 
lancethate@Gmail.com 

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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The Goal of Socialism is

 Communism

DEFEND
LIBERTY

PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS
TO:

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party 
PO BOX 451 East Palatka

Fl.`32131
    Donations are not currently deductible.
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